Oscillation frequencies of tapered plant stems.
Free oscillations of upright plant stems, or in technical terms, slender tapered rods with one end free, can be described by considering the equilibrium between bending moments in the form of a differential equation with appropriate boundary conditions. For stems with apical loads, where the mass of the stem is negligible, Mathematica 4.0 returns solutions for tapering modes α = 0, 0.5, and 1. For other values of α, including cases where the modulus of elasticity varies over the length of the stem, approximations leading to an upper and a lower estimate of the frequency of oscillation can be derived. For the limiting case of ω = 0, the differential equation is identical with Greenhill's equation for the stability against Euler buckling of a top-loaded slender pole. For stems without top loads, Mathematica 4.0 returns solutions only for two limiting cases, zero gravity (realized approximately for oscillations in a horizontal orientation of the stem) and for ω = 0 (Greenhill's equation). Approximations can be derived for all other cases. As an example, the oscillation of an Arundo donax plant stem is described.